
ECLDC minutes, November 4, 2007 meeting 

Location: Qatar Academy 
Note takers: Dana Beth, Isabelle Eula  

 
Agenda item 1: 

We reviewed the existing Education City Interlibrary Loans Policy. 
1. It was proposed that we change the delivery policy so that the borrowing library will be 

responsible for picking up items from the lending library. 
2. It was proposed that we eliminate the general policies on lending times and limits, and 

leave these policies to each institution.  

There was general agreement on both these proposals. Isabelle will redraft the policy and 
route it for comments and communicate the final version for posting purpose (institutions’ 

websites, PAL). Changes should be reflected in the EC_ILL forms if any. 
 

There was discussion about lending to libraries outside EC, particularly Qatar University and 
CNAQ. EC institutions have differing levels of interaction with these schools.  

It was agreed that we will invite representatives from these schools to our next meeting, or a 
special meeting, to discuss the possibilities after the EC_ILL policies have been re-drafted.  

Some level of concerns over “one-way street” only between QUL and EC libraries was 

expressed (books borrowing from QUL, access to EC-licensed electronic resources). 
Carole mentioned the void of policies between QU and EC institutions and voiced her hope that 

the Central Library could fill in this role.  
 

Agenda item 2 (originally item 3): 
Ed reported on Central Library activities. 

1. He is meeting weekly with Rasha to review the building plans in detail, and they are 
sending reports with requested changes to OMA. 

2. He is negotiating with Philip Leighton, Library Planner Emeritus from Stanford U., to 

come in as a specialist consultant. 
3. Ed and Dana will travel to Atlanta to see learning commons installations at Georgia 

Tech and other schools. He is also traveling to Hong Kong for a conference on learning 
commons. 

4. He has submitted a draft vision statement to Abdulla. 
5. He has been informed that the plans for a national library have been abandoned and 

that there is no national library. There will be a national archives. The CL vision posits 
that the CL will serve many functions of a national library but will not have government 

records so will not officially be a national library. CL is envisioned as a main information 

resource for the country and will provide access to major collection open to all users in 
Qatar as well as a number of services (training, PD, cultural events) 

6. He is working on staffing including job descriptions and a salary structure, and plans to 
interview at ALA midwinter. He hopes to hire five senior administrators by July 2008. 

He is backed up by Dr. Abdullah for the proposed salary structure. 
7. He asked that EC libraries beginning collecting archival materials from their institutions 

for the EC archives to start documenting the history of QF and EC (documents that may 
have an archival quality). 

 

Agenda item 3 (originally 2): 
Dana asked for an update on RFID implementation at EC libraries.  

Compatibility between systems was raised as a possible issue, but it was felt that this should 
not pose a problem.  

Isabelle mentioned the advancement of the RFID project at CMUQ regarding the RFID project 
and how the funding of RFID is articulated at the QF/QP level. Proposed to share documents 

with ECDL if needed.  
Frieda indicated that GU_SFSQ library has budgeted RFID in the initial setup contract, and that 

they are interested in Bibliotheca for compatibility reason with the library system in use at GU-

SFSQ.  
Frieda will work closely with the Digital Services Librarian from Georgetown main campus from 

the end on November onwards, who will help develop the RFP and start the selection process 
for a system.   



 

 
Agenda item 4: 

Dana asked what EC libraries are doing about periodical binding. 
No other EC libraries are binding periodicals. 

 
Agenda item 5: 

Dana informed the group that David Hirsch [dhirsch@library.ucla.edu], Librarian for Middle 
East Studies at UCLA, is interested in being informed about any publications emanating from 

Education City. 

Isabelle updated the group on the ILN Professional Development Conference. Its sponsor has 
withdrawn, but the conference will go ahead. She also informed us that the EC Emerging 

Technology Group has met. 
 

 
Next scheduled meeting: 

January 8, 2008:  10.00 am - 12.00 pm  
Location: VCU_Q         Host: Dana Beth 

 

Isabelle suggested that the meeting with CAN and QUL be scheduled before the January 8, 
2008 meeting (date & location TBA).   

 
Meeting ended at 12.00 pm.  


